ABSTRACT. An analytical solution is derived for a singular integral equation which governs some twodimensional potential boundary value problems in a region exterior to n-infinite co-axial circular strips An application in electrostatics is discussed
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we derive a solution to the Fredhoim singular integral equation where q and a are constants and I"(0)is a differentiable nction for ]0-(2k# n)l < a ,k 0 n-I This integral equation governs the solution of various two-dimensional Difichlit and Neumann potential bounda value problems for the region consisting of the whole (r, O) plane outside the circular strips 2k
The previous investigations in potential problems of circular strips [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] were concerned mainly with the case of two strips,where Greens nction approach leads to a singular integral equation with kernel q + log sin(O-)
Shail [3] Csc:
Now to solve eq (2 6) we first differentiate both sides with respect to8
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